Depth estimation from a single image plays an important role in 3D scene perception. Owing to the development of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), monocular depth estimation models have achieved a large number of exciting results. However, the requirement for the manual per-pixel labeled dataset (ground truth) limits the application of these supervised methods. Basing on a geometric constraint between the consecutive stereo images, we propose an unsupervised method to infer the scene structure. We train the model with consecutive stereo images as input while only a single image is required at test time. In contrast to previous works, this paper presents an adaptive loss function to tackle the regions which are non-overlapping between consecutive images. Moreover, by exploiting the pixels' discontinuity in the edge region and the continuity in the non-edge region of a depth image, we propose a novel depth smoothness loss to improve the accuracy of the model. In addition, as an auxiliary task, our model also obtains the camera motion between consecutive images. Experimental results on the KITTI and Cityscapes datasets show that our model outperforms other unsupervised frameworks and some supervised frameworks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Estimating depth of a scene from images is a crucial challenge in computer vision community; it has wide industrial applications such as self-driving platforms [1] , robotics [2] , augmented reality, localization and navigation systems [3] , [4] . Traditional methods used multiple images which are captured from different viewpoints at the same time to restore the 3D scene geometry. However, since this strategy losses some metric information between the multiple images in the projection, estimating depth from monocular images has received more attention in recent years.
Inferring accurate depth information from a single image is an extremely difficult task due to the ill-posed nature and geometrically ambiguity. Intuitively, this problem cannot be solved through traditional methods [5] , [6] . Fortunately, deep CNNs enable researchers to achieve excellent results [7] which are comparable with traditional solutions. Recent works seek to exploit such monocular image information by The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Rongbo Zhu .
using datasets with pixel-wise depth annotation. The data is mainly obtained by expensive LIDAR sensors and human post-processing [8] , [9] , and collecting these high-quality dense labels in all scenarios is unrealistic. Moreover, even though the camera and the corresponding LIDAR sensors are carefully calibrated and synchronized, aligning the image and depth map temporally is a difficult problem. Therefore, the need for ground truth limits the supervised models' application.
Rather than attempting to estimate the scene depth by the supervised strategy, unsupervised learning frameworks for monocular depth estimation have been proposed. Compared to supervised methods, supervisory signals of unsupervised models come from various formats of image synthesis. Motivated by image synthesis between consecutive images of a video, this paper proposes an unsupervised framework for depth estimation. As an auxiliary task, the relative poses of the cameras are also be learned by our CNNs simultaneously.
We take an end-to-end approach to predict the dense pixel depth which is corresponding to the input image. During training, stereo image sequences are fed into the networks; and we use image synthesis between the consecutive images instead of ground truth. In contrast to previous strategies which used CNNs to learn masks [10] for the non-overlapping region or assumed that the images are completely overlapped [11] , we introduce an adaptive loss function which utilizes the global and local discrepancies between overlapping areas of the consecutive images. The adaptive loss function allows the network to handle both the overlapping and non-overlapping regions in an image sequence. In addition, consider the nature of the disparity map, we assume that the depth maps are local smoothness in non-edge regions. Being able to satisfy the assumption, we propose a smoothness loss that minimizes the disparity gradient in the non-edge region of a disparity image. The experimental results show that the performance of our model outperforms other unsupervised methods and several supervised methods.
Our main contributions are two-fold: (1) The unsupervised framework can tackle the overlapping region and non-overlapping regions of an image sequence; (2) We propose a novel smoothness loss which makes a distinction between the edge and non-edge regions of a disparity map.
II. RELATED WORKS
There is a large number of papers on depth estimation from monocular images, either using supervised or unsupervised strategies. To the best knowledge of ours, the first paper which used CNNs to predict the scene depth from monocular images was proposed by Eigen et al. [12] . They used two-stage CNNs to predict the scene depth of a single view. Unlike Eigen's multi-step process, Laina et al. [13] proposed a fully convolutional architecture which allowed for training deeper configurations. Cao et al. [14] used a deep fully convolutional residual network for monocular depth estimation. Based on the deep residual networks, they discretized continuous depth values into different bins to treat depth estimation as a discrete classification problem. Li et al. [15] tackled depth estimation from monocular images with conditional random fields (CRFs). With the simple framework, this paper achieved remarkable results for both tasks of depth estimation and surface normal prediction. On the basis of CRFs, Xu et al. [16] fused multi-scale representations derived from CNN for depth estimation. However, the requirement of ground truth limits the applications of these supervised models. To avoid the need for expensive ground truth, unsupervised manners for monocular depth estimation have achieved more attention.
The only supervision of the unsupervised learning framework is obtained from the data itself and no depth sensors such as LIDAR or RGB-D camera are needed. This strategy has become an interesting topic in 3D scene perception. The first unsupervised framework for monocular depth estimation is introduced by Garg et al. [17] The framework used image synthesis between stereo images to construct supervision for training and used a single image for testing. However, the objective function of this paper is not fully differentiable so that the authors cannot but apply first Taylor formula to linearize it. Godard et al. [18] used a similar unsupervised method for monocular depth estimation, and they proposed a novel objective function with left-right disparity consistency loss part. Kuznietsov et al. [19] selected a semi-supervised deep CNN to predict depth from single images. The work by Zhou et al. [10] was the first strategy to use monocular images for training and testing, and this approach was improved by some methods such as added point cloud alignment [20] , used differentiable DVO [21] instead of the pose CNN of Zhou's and construct a multi-task [22] learning framework. Yin and Shi [11] proposed a multi-task unsupervised learning method of dense depth, optical flow and camera pose prediction. Similar to Yin et al.'s work, Wang et al. [23] proposed an unsupervised learning framework of optical flow and depth. The first work to learn the camera intrinsic parameters and scene depth from monocular video in an unsupervised manner was proposed by Gordon et al. [24] This work could predict accurate depth and motion from arbitrary videos. Tosi et al. [25] proposed a fusion framework that combined traditional stereo knowledge with an unsupervised deep learning method for depth estimation.
III. METHOD
The purpose of our model is to learn a function d = f (I ) which can establish the correspondence between the input image I and the depth map d. The function f is a CNN essentially. The goal of the training process is to obtain the values of CNN's parameters. During test-time inference, this CNN can use a single image for depth estimation directly. During training, we instead ground truth as an image synthesis problem between image sequences, because the scene appearance change across consecutive images is dominated by the depth maps and camera motion, so our framework is composed of two CNNs which are dep-CNN (for depth estimation) and trans-CNN (for image transformation). These two CNNs are trained jointly and tested independently. Figure 1 provides an illustration of our framework.
A. SCENE GEOMETRY CONSTRAINT
The key supervisory signal comes from image synthesis. Consecutive images extracted from a video have high-degree overlapped regions, so supposing we know the depth map and the transformation between two images, then we can synthesize one image from another. We denote {I 1 , I 2 , I 3 } as an image sequence, where I 2 is the target image and I 1 , I 3 are the source images. Assuming the depth map and the transformation between these images are known, the synthesized image is represented by:
where K is the camera intrinsic matrix, T t−→s is the transformation from the target image to the source image, d is the depth map corresponding I 2 , and p t and p s are the homogeneous coordinates of pixels belong to the target and source images respectively. Based on the formula (1), we can VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Overview of our framework. The unsupervised model consists of two CNNs which are trained jointly and tested respectively. The objective function is divided into two major parts: l adp for photometric difference and l sm for depth smoothness.
synthesize the source images from the target image of the sequence and vice versa.
B. PHOTOMETRIC LOSS BASED ON IMAGE SYNTHESIS
The image synthetic results are determined by the corresponding depth map d that is generated by the dep-CNN and the transformation T between the relative images that are generated by the trans-CNNs. Minimizing the discrepancy between the synthesized image and the original image means to seek an accurate depth map and transformations. For a monocular image sequence {I 1 , I 2 , I 3 }, we denote the depth map corresponding to the target image I 2 as d t , and the transformation matrices from I 2 to I 1 and I 3 as T 1 and T 3 , respectively. We can obtain the synthetic source imagesĨ 1 andĨ 3 by applying the formula (1). To measure the reprojection residual for each pixel on the synthetic and original images, we use L1-norm which has been proved sufficient [7] for image synthesis to compute the discrepancy:
Moreover, considering the influence of image distortion and local illumination changes, we adopt a robust image appearance similarity measurement (SSIM) that maintains the structure invariant for the photometric loss. The closer that the SSIM score between two images is to 1, the more similar these two images are. In order to minimize the final objective function, we express the structural similarity between the synthetic and original images as follows:
Therefore, the photometric loss based on image synthesis can be obtained by the formulas (2) and (3):
where λ app and λ ssim are weight values.
C. ADAPTIVE LOSS FUNCTION
The nature of an image sequence is that it has some nonoverlapping regions between any two consecutive images.
Considering that the formula (4) uses the same principle to all pixels of the synthesized image, this characteristic inevitably affects its synthesizing process. Confronted with this problem, Zhou et al. [10] designed an explainability prediction network to generate a mask for the pixels which belonged to the overlapping regions, but some researchers [11] , [18] didn't do anything to address this problem. Unlike previous methods, this paper presents an adaptive loss function to reduce the influence of these non-overlapping regions. We construct the adaptive loss function based on global and local photometric consistencies. The global region is the entire image and we define the local region as 5×5 pixels regions. The corresponding photometric residuals are (1) global photometric residual: glo pc (i, j) =
is the total pixels of the image; (2) local photometric residual: loc pc (i, j) =
is the homogeneous coordinate of a pixel. As shown in global and local photometric residuals, we all use the average per-pixel residual to express the photometric consistencies.
Consider a pair of original and its synthetic images, for example, I t ,Ĩ t , whereĨ t is the synthetic image which is corresponding to the input image I t . If the estimated depth map and the predicted transformation matrix are accurate, all the pixels of these two images will match perfectly. As a result, glo pc → 0+, and otherwise glo pc will tend to be large. But for loc pc , it is not simple. For global photometric consistency, even though no distinction is made between the pixels which belong to the overlapping regions and other pixels which are not, such an arrangement does not show an obvious effect on the result of glo pc . The major cause is the pixels which belong to non-overlapping regions are far less than all image pixels. On average, the influence of non-overlapping pixels can be neglected in the computation.
However, if the pixels belong to the overlapping regions they have a great impact on loc pc . For a pair of incompatible regions, the average local photometric residual loc pc is large, but if these pixels are in non-overlapping regions, we cannot find appropriated solutions for loc pc . Alternatively, consider a pair of accurately matched regions, where all the pixels belong to the overlapping regions, loc pc → 0+. Hence, we utilize this difference between the global and local photometric consistencies to construct our adaptive weighting function:
where α is the weighting value (a pre-defined scalar parameter which is between 0 and 1) and controls the global and local photometric consistencies to impose on the model. All the pixels' photometric values are set to the floatingpoint types so that the values of loc pc and glo pc are between 0 and 1. The range of ω is between 1/e and 1. The adaptive weighting function is inversely proportional to the global and local photometric consistencies.
Based on the formulas (4) and (5), we give the adaptive loss function as follows:
It is a pixel-wise loss function, is the whole pixels of the image, (i, j) is the pixel's coordinate. The global photometric consistency glo pc large means that the original image and the synthesized image are poorly matched, the photometric loss l ph is large obviously, so we only consider the case where glo pc is small. In this circumstance, if the local photometric consistency loc pc is close to 0, it means the pixel belongs to the overlapping region; if loc pc is close to 1, it means the pixel belongs to the non-overlapping region. Consequently, our adaptive loss becomes greater if the pixels are located in the non-overlapping regions.
D. SMOOTHNESS LOSS FUNCTION
The key supervision signal comes from the image synthesis loss, and the depth smooth loss comes from the discontinuity of the image edge as auxiliary supervision. In reality, the scene depth is continuously changing except on the edge region. On this foundation, the depth is smooth locally so that a smoothness term can be introduced. Most previous unsupervised works [7] , [10] , [11] , [17] , [26] used the same rule to treat this term, however, the same regulation fails to address all cases where the conditions do not hold. We suppose that if one pixel is on an object's edge, its depth is discontinuous on this pixel, but previously proposed smooth loss function simply takes the depth gradient to the output depth map. The similar depth smooth constraint would incorrectly penalize the object function, therefore, we propose a novel depth smoothness loss which takes account of the difference between the edge and non-edge regions.
In order to separate the pixels which belong to the nonedge regions, we apply a Laplacian operator which allows the depth map's pixels to be aware of illumination changes over the whole image. Before doing so, we use a Gaussian kernel to smooth the image. The Gaussian kernel is as follows: 
where (i, j) is the homogeneous coordinates of pixels, is the total pixels of the image,I is an image, and ∇ 2 denotes the image Laplacian operator. This strategy not only considers the illumination changes on the edge regions but also the pixels that belong to non-overlapping regions. The smoothness loss can be represented as:
where (i, j) is the homogeneous coordinates of pixels, is the total pixels of the image, and d is the depth map.
E. THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
To summarize, the final objective function of our framework is as follows:
where µ and ν are weighting values.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the model's performance on the KITTI [8] and Cityscapes [9] datasets and compare them with previous works on monocular depth estimation. In order to prove the effectiveness of our adaptive loss function, we conduct an ablation study. Five commonly measures are selected to give the qualitative and quantitative analysis of our model. Moreover, as an auxiliary task, we also complete the transformation matrix prediction between any two consecutive images and compare the results with several similar works [10] , [11] , [27] , [28] .
In this section, we firstly give brief descriptions of the two datasets and the five measurements. Then we introduce the fundamental structure of our CNNs and the training details. Lastly, the qualitative and quantitative results of our model are displayed.
A. BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DATASETS AND MEASUREMENTS
The KITTI dataset was created by Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) and Toyota Technological Institute at Chicago in 2012 and updated in 2015. These two organizations took advantage of their own autonomous driving platform which equipped with four high-resolution video cameras and a Velodyne laser scanner to develop novel challenging benchmarks for multi-tasks such as stereo, optical flow, 3D object detection and visual SLAM. The dataset comprises 389 stereo image sequences of 39.2 km length. Here we only use the monocular image sequences which capture from the KITTI raw datasets. The preprocessed dataset for our model includes 40238 images for training and 4448 images for validation.
Cityscapes is a benchmark suite and large-scale dataset for pixel-level and instance-level semantic labeling tasks. It is comprised of a large and diverse set of stereo video sequences captured from 50 different cities. Due to the unsupervised method, the sub-datasets of Cityscapes dataset namely lef-tImg8bit_sequence_trainvaltest which contains about 15000 monocular images is chosen for training.
In order to give a quantitative analysis of the model, we use five scale-invariant metrics as follows to measure the error between our results and ground truth. where N is the total number of pixels on the ground truth image, y is the value of the predicted depth and y * is the value of ground truth.
B. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE AND TRAINING DETAILS
Our unsupervised framework consists of dep-CNN and trans-CNN, which are trained jointly and used independently. The dep-CNN is a deep residual network [29] which is similar to Zhou's approach [10] . It establishes a pixel-wise mapping between an input image and a depth map. The trans-CNN is constructed based on the VGG-16 network. Reference [30] to generate the transformation matrix between two consecutive images. These two networks are trained on the publicly available Tensorflow framework [31] .
The proposed framework takes about 21 hours to train using a single NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU on our dataset for 40 epochs. With a 128×416 image as input, inference takes more than 33 frames per second which satisfy the real-processing requirement for video. During optimization of the training process, we use Adam optimizer with the batch size of 8 and set the parameters to be β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, the learning rate is set to be 0.0002 for the first 20 epochs and be halved until the end. All the image sequences for training are captured with a monocular camera with known intrinsic matrix K , local length f , and baseline b. We also perform random resizing, cropping and color augmentations for each image during data pre-processing and resize the images to 128×416 ultimately for training. During test-time images of arbitrary size can be used.
C. QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of our model in monocular depth estimation, we take the split of Eigen et al. [12] to compare with previous works. All the training samples are 3-length image sequences, the second image is treated as the target image and the rest are source images. We generate the ground truth by reprojecting the 3D points captured by the Velodyne laser into the color camera. Even though the networks are trained with image sequences, only a single image is required to estimate the depth map at test time. [36] . For most metrics and setups, our framework outperforms others.
As shown in Table 1 , our unsupervised framework performs comparably with several supervised methods such as Eigen; and it outperforms most approaches but inferior to ACA [35] which introduces self-attention to a supervised framework in all measurements. We are also inferior to GASDA [34] which combined with the geometry-aware symmetric domain adaptation. Moreover, for the visual SLAM approach [36] which added unsupervised learning-based depth estimation, we achieve a better result than it. Figure. 2 provides qualitative comparisons between our method and the baselines. In order to make a fair comparison, we compare our method with Zhou et al. [10] and GeoNet [11] which used monocular image sequences for training and testing.
To test the generalization capabilities of our approach, we evaluate the model on the Cityscapes dataset qualitatively and quantitatively. We train our model only on the Cityscapes dataset and on the two datasets (KITTI and Cityscapes) respectively, then use the split of the KITTI dataset by Eigen for testing, the quantitative results can be visualized in Table 1 . We also compare our models which are trained on different datasets with some other methods with the images selected from the Cityscapes dataset as input. The qualitative results are shown in Figure 3 .
In order to explore the importance of our adaptive loss, we trained the model with and without this adaptive loss, then we evaluated these two generated models on the Eigen's split of the KITTI dataset. The qualitative results can be visualized in Figure 4 .
In addition, as an auxiliary task of our framework, the trans-CNN obtained the transformation matrix between two consecutive images. We evaluated the performance of our trans-CNN on the KITTI odometry dataset [8] . To compare with previous works completed by Zhou et al. [10] and GeoNet [11] , we use 00-08 sequences for training and 09-10 sequences for testing. We also compare our model with some SLAM frameworks including a traditional representative method which is the ORB-SLAM [28] and an unsupervised learning-based depth estimation aided visual SLAM approach [36] (D-SLAM). The experimental results are given in Table 2 .
As shown in Table 2 , the performance of our method is superior to the previous works.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an unsupervised end-to-end framework for monocular depth estimation. The objective function combines a photometric loss based on image synthesis and a disparity map smoothness loss. The main innovation of our model is the adaptive loss which alleviates the influence of the non-overlapping regions between consecutive images. Moreover, as an auxiliary task, we also obtain the transformation matrix of any two consecutive images. Experimental results on the KITTI and Cityscapes datasets show that the performance of the model is superior to other methods.
